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VINYL CUTTER C IV SERIES

Secabo‘s C IV series vinyl cutters are a consistent further 
development of the popular C III vinyl cutter series. Thanks 
to the improved cutting quality, increased reliability and a 
higher level of accuracy, it can be used in almost all pro- 
fessional areas of the sign-making industry. All common 
materials, such as adhesive films, self-adhesive films, 
flock and flex films, stencil films, paper, cardboard, etc. 
can be processed. 

The large backlit display and large buttons allow for easy 
operation of the vinyl cutter, while the improved LAPOS 
technology allows for precise cutting of the printed films. 
The vinyl cutters are comfortably controlled using the 
cutting software DrawCut LITE included in the delivery. 
A stable stand with a roll mount is optionally available for 
C60 IV and included with the C120 IV.



DrawCut LITE cutting 
software – standard on 
board!
The multilingual cutting software 
DrawCut LITE for Windows is 
included in the scope of delivery. 
DrawCut LITE not only reliably 
handles design and layout tasks 
and imports a wealth of graphic file 
formats, but also steers the 
Print&Cut applications of LAPOS 2, 
DrawCut LITE has many powerful 
text tools, vector functions, plotting 
and weeding tools and is therefore 
the ideal cutting software for 
quickly achieving professional 
plotting results with little training.

Stable stand with roll 
holder - because order is 
essential
A stable stand is also included 
(except C30IV and C60IV). The roll 
holder makes working particu-
larly fun: film rolls are unwound 
smoothly and jolt-free, thus 
ensuring high precision even with 
long plots.

Upgrade to DrawCut PRO 
available
You can upgrade from the supplied 
version of the DrawCut LITE cutting 
software to PRO at any time. 
DrawCut PRO‘s advanced design 
and layout tools will make your 
work easier and faster, while the 
vectorisation function will open 
new doors for you.

More information at 

www.draw-cut.com.
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PRO



For all current and all older 
models. Ideal protection of 
media against dirt, dust, sta-
tic charges and, at the same 
time, a practical container for 
falling film waste.

Efficient cutting software 
for MAC OS and Windows.  
SignCut supports you during 
the entire production process 
SignCut Pro is always up to 
date, compatible with all Corel 
Draw and Adobe Illustrator 
versions. No LAPOS support.

Catch-up basket SignCut

ACCESSORIES VINYL CUTTER

For all Secabo vinyl cutters, 
carbide, cutting angles from 
30°, 45° or 60° - depending 
on the application area, offset 
0.25mm.

Easily self-adhesing, can 
even be used with very thin 
and fragile films. Available in 
A4, A3 and 60cm × 90cm.

For all current and all older 
models, ball-bearing aluminum 
blade holder, blade immersion 
depth can be set via an 
adjusting screw, comfortable 
ejecting by a spring pin.

For C60IV, S60 and T60. Stand 
with roll mount, rollers can be 
set to different grids, stable 
rubber feet. A protective 
conductor connection prevents 
electrostatic charging of the 
film.

Drag knife Plot surfaces Blade holder Stand



Phone: +49 (0) 8442 95840-10
Fax: +49 (0) 8442 95840-11
E-Mail: mail@secabo.de
www.secabo.de

Secabo GmbH
Hochstatt 6-8, 
85283 Wolnzach
GermanyEQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

FOR CREATORS.

IVIVCC
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TECHNICAL DATA C30IV C60IV C120IV

Max. Media width 420mm 630mm 1260mm

Max. Cutting width 330mm 720mm 1350mm

Max. Media thickness 1mm

Min. Media width 50mm

Repetition accuracy < ± 0.1mm

Repetition accuracy 600mm/s

Max. Contact pressure 500g

Mechanical resolution 0.025mm

Environment +5°C - +35°C / 30% - 70% relative humidity

Connections serial, USB

Weight without packaging 9kg 12kg 25kg

Contour cut function LAPOS, 4 crop marks

Items included Knife holder, drag knife, DIN A4 plot surface, plot pen, connection cable,  
software, user manual


